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Abstract: Travelmate is a free load carrying system that keeps associate degree acceptable following distance 

behind the owner by permitting absolute freedom of movement. The aim is to modify the act of trucking baggage 

that is usually encountered whereas finding the tedious and sometimes thorough going routines. it's accustomed 

studies the whole style associate degreed operation of robotic baggage bag from the electronic perspective and 

to form an increased operating model of suit case integrated with sensors supported by a system able to execute 

obstacle turning away and target following behavior that makes the look presentably distinctive. to create 

associate degree autonomous baggage carrying device that follows the operator wirelessly we have a tendency 

to describe the conception of building a mechanism able to pursue a selected person through an airfield 

whereas helping with carrying that person’s baggage. when area unit read of this device out there for acting 

these tasks, we have a tendency to delineate our approach that aims to develop a platform that would send and 

receive a proof that may offer an easy and sensible suggests that for the mechanism to see a path and follow it 

that doesn't need the employment of internal maps and also the ability to self-localize.  
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I. Introduction 
Travel mate- a person's following suit case have  been researched and evolved actively these decades 

thanks to its ample quantity of applications in way of life so as for a robotic bag to speak and move with the 

user, it ought to even be ready to follow that user. 

One advantage of this intelligent traveling bag is that you simply don’t need to drag the traveling bag 

from place to put. The Bluetooth technology interfaced with the good phone together with the ultrasonic sensors 

and driver motors helps the traveling bag to follow the owner on its own on its path through the tracker and 

ultrasonic sensors and indicators. This intelligent traveling bag is intended for the simple, safe and problem free 

and comfy travel. 

Smart bag is intended in such a simplest way that it's lightweight weight baggage bag and is changed 

with advanced electronic technology with the aim of advanced security system and conjointly create the human 

motion facilities with a low cost effort. it's associate automotive vehicle technology that reduces human efforts. 

where the individuals travel, they accustomed carry baggage particularly airfield all of them dragging out their 

robotic baggage maybe trailing of the bag is incredibly tough task for previous peoples. If bag that follows 

human thought is employed then entire drawback get nonexistent. Recharging port is additionally provided 

during this project. For recharging port associate designed power bank is employed. Recharging port are chiefly 

used for charging of mobiles phones and laptops. 

The primary goal of our work is to sketch and fabricate a prototype that not solely tracks the target 

however conjointly moves towards it by protecting the device from collision with the item in its encompassing 

is another drawback that must be tackled. Therefore so as to unravel this, a detector will be used. All the process 

is administrated by the silicon chip that coordinates all the opposite sensors along. 

 

II. Literature Survey 
Up to now many researches are done on the sorts of devices that comes inside the category of the 

“Assisting Robots”.People have used completely different concepts and logics to implement their vogue [1]. All 

of their primary focus has absolutely been on the design of robots that follows the target. 

The intelligent baggage is meant to access serial knowledge from the smart phone and output it to the 

arduino uno. The Bluetooth signal helps the baggage to follow the smartphone. The supersonic detector maps 

the trail to be cosmopolitan and avoids obstacles. The baggage is digitally fast through the Bluetooth and smart 

phone [4]. The gps module helps in pursuit the situation of the baggage from anyplace within the world and also 

the gsm modules sends the text message of the situation to the owner’s portable. 

The distinctive rf id cards interfaced with phone helps within the straightforward identification of the 

suitcase/luggage removing the likelihood of mixing of luggage [3].The intrinsic electromagnetic unit helps to 

charge associate device through the battery storage. The load cell used helps to show the burden of the bag that 
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is proportional to the force applied by the grip on the load cell. This technology once applied to the grip will 

build movement a lot of convenient and secure [6]. 

A Bag may be a regular traveling bag (of size forty nine cm × thirty four cm) hooked up to the chassi 

of a remotely controlled automotive (a Ninco 1/10 Predator MT-10 two.4G RTR). All the unwanted components 

were aloof from each the automotive (its high case) and also the traveling bag (its wheels and all the plastic and 

metal parts were detached to create it lighter), and also the two were fitted along. to create a Bag a lot of 

presumptive, a hole was created on the bag’s front to reveal a smartphone’s camera mounted on the Bag, so as 

to disguise as a sensing element that the bag would use to trace the user (when questioned by the users the false 

sensing element was explained to afford obstacle turning away and person-following) [8]. 

 

III. Design and Description  

 
Fig.1 

 

Microcontroller 

A microcontroller is a small PC on one coordinated circuit. The microcontroller contains one processor 

alongside memory and information which yield peripherals. In this venture, Arduino mega is utilized to 

coordinate and speak with each of the sensors, parts and modules together. 

 

GPS 

A satellite primarily based radio route framework is used by the world Positioning System (GPS); it's a 

worldwide route satellite framework which supplies topographic space and time knowledge to a GPS collector. 

 

Motor 

A motor could be a machine that is meant to vary one variety of vitality into mechanical vitality. We've 

used engine for pivoting the wheels of the gear pack the specified approach. 

Motor driver 

Motors measure utilized befittingly with the help of motor drivers. As it were, they're overtimes 

utilized for engine interfacing. These driver circuits are often simply interfaced with the engine and their 

determination depends on the sort of engine being utilized. 

 

Ultrasonic sensor 

Ultrasonic sensors are utilized to quantify distance. It quantifies distance by utilizing ultrasonic waves. 

The sensor head transmits a ultrasonic wave and gets the waves that are reflected once more from the object. 

Ultrasonic Sensors measure the separation between the source and the object by estimating the time in the 

middle of the emanation just as gathering. It utilizes a solitary ultrasonic area for both outflow and gathering. 

 

Wemos 

This module enables microcontrollers to associate with a Wi-Fi system and make straightforward 

TCP/IP associations. It is utilized to accomplish the component of against burglary office by incorporating it so 

that it would caution the proprietor of the sack if the pack leaves go.   
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IV. Working Methodology 

 
Fig.2  

 

The microcontroller incorporates each part and modules of circuit together. The engines used to turn 

the wheels are associated and worked alongside the engine driver. The fundamental reason for venture is to 

pursue the proprietor. It is achieved with the assistance of ultrasonic sensors. The accompanying robot is 

modified so that it would keep up a specific separation behind the proprietor and this separation is determined 

utilizing ultrasonic sensors.  

GPS would give the area of the sack to its proprietor. Wemos is a Wi-Fi module. Two wemos are 

utilized, one in the circuit contained in the bag and another with the proprietor of the bag. Wi-Fi organize is 

utilized by them for the correspondence reason. On the off chance that a baggage pack is ransacked, lost or is 

out of range then an alarm can be made by this framework. Power hotspot for each of the associations in the 

gadget is given through an inbuilt 12V battery-powered Li-particle battery. 

 

V. Pin Diagram 
Wemos 

 
Neo 6m gps 
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VI. Conclusion  
Smart bag is a creative convey sack that makes life simpler and smoother. Conveying gear is the 

primary issue looked by every single explorer. Here an endeavor of explaining the hauling of overwhelming 

gear sack troubles is given. This bag once planned can look out of the foremost well-known problems with 

baggage misfortune looked by the travellers at the airplane terminals. The GPS following, Bluetooth controlling 

will assist the travellers with having sheltered and secure adventure with no dread of gear misfortune. This 

model when created for the overall population will be of extraordinary advantage and use to them. 
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